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High-precision sensing of vectorial forces has broad impact on both fundamental research and technolog-
ical applications such as the examination of vacuum fluctuations and the detection of surface roughness
of nanostructures. Recent years have witnessed much progress on sensing alternating electromagnetic
forces for the rapidly advancing quantum technology—orders of magnitude improvement has been
accomplished on the detection sensitivity with atomic sensors, whereas such high-precision measure-
ments for static electromagnetic forces have rarely been demonstrated. Here, based on quantum atomic
matter waves confined by a two-dimensional optical lattice, we perform precision measurement of static
electromagnetic forces by imaging coherent wave mechanics in the reciprocal space. The lattice confine-
ment causes a decoupling between real-space and reciprocal dynamics, and provides a rigid coordinate
frame for calibrating the wavevector accumulation of the matter wave. With that we achieve a state-
of-the-art sensitivity of 2:30ð8Þ � 10�26 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

. Long-term stabilities on the order of 10�28 N are observed
in the two spatial components of a force, which allows probing atomic Van der Waals forces at one mil-
limeter distance. As a further illustrative application, we use our atomic sensor to calibrate the control
precision of an alternating electromagnetic force applied in the experiment. Future developments of this
method hold promise for delivering unprecedented atom-based quantum force sensing technologies.

� 2022 Science China Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science China Press. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Measuring force with high-precision has been attracting contin-
uous efforts in the interest of fundamental science discoveries and
advancing technological applications [1]. It plays a vital role in fun-
damental physics tests ranging from examination of vacuum fluc-
tuation mediated Casimir forces [2–4] and atomic scale
nanofrictions [5] to detecting gravitational waves [6,7] and string
theory with extra dimensions [8]. It is also key to high-precision
technologies such as atomic-resolution microscopy [9–12] and
frontier nanoscale fabrication [13]. The recently upgraded SI mass
unit from the macroscopic standard to the fundamental Planck
constant (�h) base [14] creates new demands on implementation
of high-precision force measurement with quantum mechanical
technologies.

As force is inherently tied to the mechanical motion in real
space, high-precision force measurement has primarily relied on
real space protocols, whose standard quantum limit (SQL)

dFreal � ðm�h=DT3Þ1=2; ð1Þ

has been established for a force F acting on a free mass m for a time
duration DT [15]. This SQL is unavoidable for mechanical motion
based measurements [16]. The key to reaching high precision is to
fabricate a miniaturized sensor with extremely small mass and
ultralow defect density, and at the same time maintain a high level
of signal-to-noise ratio [1]. In recent years, there has been much
research effort devoted to optimizing nanoscale opto-mechanical
devices [17–23] and quantum atomic gases [24–29] for high preci-
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sion force sensing. With nanoscale opto-mechanical devices in a
cryogenic environment, a force measurement sensitivity of a few
times 10�21 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

has been achieved [19,20]. The atomic gas sys-
tem provides an approach of quantum force sensing using a large
number of microscopically identical force sensors, namely the
atoms. With atomic sensors, a measurement sensitivity of about
3:5� 10�26 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

has been reached for alternating (a.c.) forces
[24,26]. For static (d.c.) electromagnetic forces, a measurement sen-
sitivity of 10�19 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

has been reported based on the mechanical
response of a three-dimensional trapped ion sensor [29]. The tech-
nology for quantum precision measurement of d.c. electromagnetic
force demands further developments for enhancing the sensitivity.
For an atomic Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC), an external force
applied to the system produces a macroscopic quantum state of
matter wave, developing a wavevector-to-force response apart from
the spatial motion. This quantum phenomenon has been observed
for alkali metal atomic matter waves with persisting quantum
coherence [30–32]. The BEC confined in a one-dimensional lattice
has been applied to measure the earth gravity along one fixed
dimension [33,34]. Quantum interference of cold atoms has also
been utilized to perform precision measurement of magnetic field
gradient [35–37]. Here, we perform precise sensing of a two-
dimensional force by separating the wavevector-to-force response
from the real-space dynamics using a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice, such that the spatial motion is suppressed to minimize poten-
tial systematic errors without compromising the detection signal-
to-noise ratio. This sets our force measurement free from the type
of SQL in Eq. (1), and we thereby accomplish a sensitivity of
2:30ð8Þ � 10�26 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

in the measurement of two-dimensional
d.c. electromagnetic forces. With such high measurement sensitiv-
ity, long-term stabilities of 1:7þ1:3

�0:4 � 10�28 and 6:3þ1:2
�0:7 � 10�28 N for

the two spatial components of a vectorial force are demonstrated
based on consecutive experimental runs for 3� 105 s. The measure-
ment precision for weak electromagnetic forces is sufficiently high
such that an alternating force can be well controlled and measured
in our experiment. Our results represent a significant step forward
in the precision of force sensing, potentially promoting the force-
based fundamental physics discoveries and technological applica-
tions, including testing vacuum fluctuations [2–4] and performing
remote surface tomography by probing atomic Van derWaals forces
[27].
2. Methods

2.1. Decoupling the real- and reciprocal-space dynamics with a light-
crystal matter wave

Our experiment is based on an atomic BEC confined by a trian-
gular two-dimensional optical lattice (Fig. 1). Details of our atom
trap have been described in our previous experimental works
[38,39]. We take each atom as an individual force sensor and
implement the impulse-momentum theorem

~F ¼~qf �~qi

DT
; ð2Þ

for quantum force sensing. Here ~qi (~qf ) is the initial (final) quasi-
momentum of each atom in the light crystal, and DT is the time
duration of the force acting on the BEC. As DT can be accurately con-
trolled in the experiment, high precision force sensing is then
reduced to detecting quasi-momentum. Having a BEC in equilib-
rium to start with, the momentum is zero initially, and remains
vanishing in the absence of an external force, which corresponds
to a background-free force measurement (Fig. 1b). Because of the
wave mechanical nature of a BEC, the quasi-momentum response
2292
under an external force can be detected by measuring the wavevec-

tor ~kf of the matter wave (~kf ¼~qf =�h), which, in sharp contrast to
conventional mechanical schemes [1,15,24,26,29], no longer
requires probing real-space motion. The wavevector is precisely
detectable in the experiment because the atoms in the matter wave
form a macroscopic quantum state sharing the same quasi-
momentum, giving rise to a sharp Bragg peak in the reciprocal space
(Fig. 1a4).

One novel aspect with our light crystal BEC sensing is the
decoupling of reciprocal-space dynamics from the real-space
mechanical motion. The precision force sensing solely relies on
the differential wavevector measurements and the fundamental
Planck constant. The wavevector measurement can be precisely
calibrated according to the first Brillouin zone (FBZ), a natural ref-
erence frame of the reciprocal space provided by the rigid light
crystal (Fig. 1c). With our BEC force sensor, the fundamental limi-
tation on the force measurement precision is from the quantum
shot noise in the atomic quasi-momentum caused by the shallow
harmonic trap,

dFreciprocal �
�h

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

N0
p

DT � lQ
; ð3Þ

with lQ a characteristic length scale of the BEC, and N0 the number
of condensed atoms (see the Supplementary materials for more
details). The measurement scheme is free of such demanding exper-
imental techniques as superresolution imaging or velocimetry as in
real-space mechanical motion techniques. Our dFreciprocal is indepen-
dent of atomic mass and insensitive to spatial position, velocity or
their technical fluctuations. This scheme then avoids the constraint
by the well celebrated SQL for real-space motion based protocols
[1,15,24,26,29]. Moreover, with the atoms strongly confined by
the light crystal, the real-space atomic motion is strongly sup-
pressed. A triangular lattice is chosen because it has a relatively
smaller bandwidth, and consequently leads to a smaller group
velocity for the atoms, as compared to the square lattice having
the same lattice depth (see the Supplementary materials for more
details). For the force sensing, such strong suppression minimizes
the systematic errors caused by initial position drift in measuring
the atomic quasi-momentum after a time-of-flight process (see
the Supplementary materials for more details). In our experiment,
we choose a moderate time duration DT so as to keep the BEC
within the first Brillouin zone. Allowing the BEC to move across
the Brillouin zone boundary in the two-dimensional force measure-
ment would result in the complexity of analyzing the BEC moving
trajectory across the two-dimensional Brillouin zone, which is in
sharp contrast to the one-dimensional force measurement using
multiple cycles of Bloch oscillations [33,34]. The resultant force sen-
sitivity as measured in our experiment reaches 2:30ð8Þ � 10�26

N/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

, with both the measurement time and the BEC preparation
time included in the definition of the measurement sensitivity. Fur-
thermore, when considering the force acting time of DT � 4 ms
only, we obtain a force measurement sensitivity of 1:7� 10�28

N/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

, reaching significantly beyond the SQL for the mechanical
force measurement [15] of 9� 10�28 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

(using Eq. (1)) under
the same measurement time.

2.2. Experimental setup to reach long-term high stability

In the experiment we have a laser-produced triangular light
crystal that spans across the x–y plane (Fig. 2a), with the y-
direction (vertical) along the earth gravity [40,41]. The atomic
gas is thus confined in a two-dimensional array of tubes elongated
along the z-direction. The atomic density in the tube is tunable.
This allows to maintain sufficiently weak interaction, which would



Fig. 1. (Color online) High-precision force measurement by atomic BEC. (a) Illustration of how quantum coherence enhances sensitivity. More thermal atoms (a1) cause a
momentum distribution broadening (a3) and add thermal noise to force sensing; whereas more atoms in a BEC (a2) improve the signal-to-noise ratio due to quantum
coherence (a4). (b) Wavevector accumulation of the quantum atomic matter wave under an external force. (c) The reciprocal space of a triangular light crystal formed by
laser. The size and boundary of the first Brillouin zone, as determined by the laser wavelength (k) and orientation geometry, define a rigid two-dimensional coordinate frame
for precise measurement of atomic wavevector.
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otherwise cause decoherence in the wave dynamics and a conse-
quent limitation on the measurement time. Our BEC contains
about 2� 105 atoms, which is prepared in a hybrid trap formed
by a combination of quadrupole magnetic, optical dipole, and grav-
itational potentials as described in our previous works [38,39]. The
system is then loaded into a triangular light crystal created by
three laser beams intersecting at 120� angles, forming a two-
dimensional array of tubes. The laser wavelength is k ¼ 1064 nm,
and the resultant lattice spacing is 2k=3. This 2D triangular optical
lattice is slowly ramped to its final depth V0 in a ramping time of
80 ms such that the BEC is loaded into the ground energy band
of the lattice with a loading efficiency typically above 98%.

We apply external forces in the x–y plane after preparation of
the BEC system. To demonstrate the generality of our BEC force
sensing, we implement both optical and magnetic forces (see the

Supplementary materials for more details), to be referred to as ~Fo

and ~Fm, respectively. After the force is fully applied, we shut off
all traps, and let the atoms expand for 31 ms, namely time-of-
flight (TOF), before performing the absorption imaging. We
measure the wavevector of the generated matter wave by time-
of-flight imaging (see the Supplementary materials for more
details). By introducing feedback control of laser intensity and
magnetic coil currents to afford a large number of measurement
cycles, the forces are maintained stable for consecutive experimen-
tal runs over a long-term period of several days. We also make
efforts on holding the stability of experimental conditions such
as room temperature and humidity to our best capability. Based
on the experiment designing principle in Eq. (2), our measure-
ments are insensitive to the fluctuations of atom number, lattice
depth, and optical phases, some of which can be difficult to control
precisely.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The long-term stability

By varying the force acting time DT , we measure how the
wavevector of the matter wave accumulates in its dynamics. The
results are shown in Fig. 2b. The observed linear relationship
2293
confirms that the experimental noise is well under control such
that the momentum impulse theorem (Eq. (2)) indeed applies to
the BEC wave dynamics. The vectorial forces—both of the magni-
tude and the direction—can then be reliably extracted either by fit-
ting the realtime wavevector accumulation or by calculating the
difference between the initial and final points. We proceed by per-
forming a differential wavevector measurement according to the
second approach that only requires two experimental cycles taking
about s0 � 76 s. Because the BEC preparation time (about 38 s) is
much longer than the force acting time (4 ms), the time for one
force measurement is essentially two times of the BEC preparation
time. The inset of Fig. 2b illustrates how we extract the force from
the TOF measurements. The force is determined by measuring the
quasi-momentum difference D~q ¼~qf �~qi between T1 and T2. The
quasi-momentum measurement is performed by averaging over
the zeroth order momentum peak in the TOF. The higher-order
momentum peaks provide a rigid coordinate frame to accurately
calibrate the quasi-momentum, as the distance between two adja-

cent momentum peaks corresponds to a momentum scale of 2
ffiffi

3
p

p�h
k .

We determine the long-term stability of the force measurement
by collecting a large amount of experimental data. Fig. 2c and d
show two groups of measurements corresponding to optical and
magnetic forces applied along a direction slightly deviated from
the y axis. By analyzing the results in Fig. 2c1, d1, we find the data
points collected over a long period of time—several days for the
optical force—obey a standard normal distribution (Fig. 2c2, c3,
d2, d3). This implies there is no serious long-term drift in our
experiment, because otherwise the distribution can develop a
structure of multiple peaks or a flattened plateau in the middle.
More systematically, the long-term stability is characterized by
the Allan Deviation (ADEV) as a function of data averaging time
s1 [1] as shown in Fig. 2c4 and d4. It is evident from the ADEV of
x-component of the optical force Fo;x that our force sensing remains
stable up to tens of thousands of seconds, where the consecutive
measurement fluctuations are dominated by white noise. With
the high sensitivity by our BEC force sensor, we reach a long-
term stability dFo;x ¼ 1:7þ1:3

�0:4 � 10�28 N (Fig. 2c4). For the y-
component, the ADEV has a slightly different behavior. It shows
an upward bending behavior after s1 exceeds a certain characteris-



Fig. 2. (Color online) High-precision measurement of static electromagnetic forces in two dimensions. (a) The orientation of the atomic array confined by the triangular light
crystal in the x–y plane. The horizontal pink cylinder illustrates the optical dipole trap in our experiment. The system is probed by an imaging laser beam (green arrow) along
the ẑ direction. (b) Measurement of atomic wave evolution upon static forces. Two types of forces, optical (~Fo) and magnetic (~Fm), have been implemented. The wavevector of
the BEC shows a linear dependence on the force acting time DT. The error bars represent the standard error averaging over five experimental runs. Inset shows images of
atomic momentum distribution at different evolution times. The sub-figure on the left is the TOF image with zero acting time of an external force. Here, for a BEC in a 2D
optical lattice, the atoms are distributed over several momentum peaks, and the distance between two adjacent momentum peaks is 2

ffiffi

3
p

p�h
k . The sub-figure on the right is a TOF

image with finite acting time of the external force, where the BEC momentum accumulates along the direction of the external force. (c) and (d) correspond to the
experimental results on measuring the optical and magnetic forces, respectively. Here s is the total experimental time and s0 � 76 s is the time cost for a single data point.
(c1) and (d1) present the raw data for the y-component forces. (c2, c3, d2, d3) provide the histogram analysis of the measurements of the two spatial components of the
forces. (c4) and (d4) show the Allan deviation (ADEV) as a function of the averaging time (s1), with error bars representing 1r statistical uncertainty. The grey and black (light
blue and blue) colors illustrate x- and y-components of the optical (magnetic) force. As a reference, the dashed lines mark a scaling of an ADEV with the averaging time s1 as
1=

ffiffiffiffiffi

s1
p

.
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tic time. Owing to the difference between the x- and y-directions
(axial and radial directions for the dipole trap shown in Fig. 2a),
we consider the 1=

ffiffiffiffiffi

s1
p

scaling of the x-component instability as
revealing the measurement performance of BEC force sensing,
and attribute the higher instability in the y-component, particu-
larly at a time scale of 104 and 103 s respectively for optical and
magnetic forces, to the non-white-noise instabilities in the applied
2294
force, potentially originating from the long-term laser beam point-
ing fluctuations caused by certain thermal-noise-induced drift of
our apparatus. The two components of the optical force are deter-
mined as Fo;x ¼ 1:0ð2Þ � 10�27 N and Fo;y ¼ 7:81ð6Þ � 10�26 N, and
the direction angle of the force with respect to the y-axis is deter-
mined as ho ¼ ð0:013� 0:002Þ radian. For the magnetic force, we
measure Fm;x ¼ �2ð2Þ � 10�28 N, and Fm;y ¼ ð5:336� 0:016Þ�
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10�25 N, hm ¼ �4ð4Þ � 10�4 radian, correspondingly. As a
crosscheck, we also show the force stabilities by the technique
of binning the experimental data and analyzing the correspond-
ing histogram [42], and the results are comparable to the
ADEV analysis (see the Supplementary materials for more
details).
3.2. Sensitivity of the BEC force sensor

We extract the measurement sensitivity from the ADEV by tak-
ing the ADEV averaging time s1 ¼ s0 (see the Supplementary mate-
rials for more details). For the optical force with DT ¼ 4:2 ms, we
determine a sensitivity for the x and y components,
So;x ¼ 2:56ð3Þ � 10�26 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

, and So;y ¼ 4:20ð5Þ � 10�26 N/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

,
with both the measurement and BEC preparation times included.
For the magnetic force whose magnitude is relatively larger, we
choose DT ¼ 3:6 ms, and measure a sensitivity
Sm;x ¼ 2:30ð8Þ � 10�26 N/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

, and Sm;y ¼ 6:1ð2Þ � 10�26 N/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

.

The BEC sensor thus demonstrates a high sensitivity on the 10�26

N/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

level for measuring two-dimensional electromagnetic
forces, which shows significant improvement over previous d.c.
measurements of vectorial electromagnetic forces based on
mechanical responses [23,29].

From Eq. (3), the force sensitivity is expected to improve further
upon increasing measurement time as 1=DT , in the regime where
the BEC preparation time dominates over the measurement time.
This scaling is confirmed in our experiment (Fig. 3) for both spatial
components of a force. It is natural to improve the force sensitivity
Fig. 3. (Color online) The sensitivity of force measurement under varying exper-
imental conditions. The red circles and green squares correspond to the experi-
mentally determined sensitivities for x- and y-components of the optical force with
various force acting times (DT). Error bars represent 1r statistical uncertainties. The
green dotted line is the theoretical quantum limit (QL) of the sensitivity calculated
by taking the implemented experimental condition, which is proportional to 1=DT
as the BEC preparation time dominates over the force acting time in our
experiment. The blue and brown dotted lines indicate quantum limits for an
increased atom number (107) and for a reduced BEC preparation time of (3 s),
respectively.
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by increasing the measurement time or reducing the BEC prepara-
tion time. The preparation time is about 38 s in our experiment,
which can be readily reduced to a few seconds with advanced cold
atom technology, for example by dynamically reducing the trap
size [43]. It is less trivial to increase the measurement time because
this is limited by the interaction induced decoherence. That would
require using a different atomic species whose interactions are
negligible or can be tuned by Feshbach resonances. Having the
interaction shut off, for example with 133Cs or 88Sr atoms, we
expect the measurement time can reach the order of ten seconds
[30], and the sensitivity would then be improved by another three
orders of magnitude. Turning off the interaction would also make
the quasi-momentum peak sharper as it removes the quasi-
momentum broadening induced by quantum depletion (more
details in Supplementary materials). Once the interaction is off,
the sensitivity can also be improved further by increasing the atom
number, for which the improvement scales as

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

N0
p

. Although our
measured sensitivity has exceeded the SQL established for
mechanical schemes, there is still quite some room for us to
improve the technicality. Fig. 3 shows the computed quantum limit
(QL) of our quantum wave mechanical measurement, which is
about a factor of 80 smaller than the measured sensitivity of Fo;x.
This can be attributed to residual experimental imperfections such
as fluctuations in the trapping potential and environmental tem-
peratures and humidity. Taking all these potential improvements
into account, realizing a measurement beyond a 10�30 N stability
is anticipated in the near term with the BEC force sensing scheme.
3.3. Calibrating alternating electromagnetic forces by BEC sensor

BEC force sensing provides novel opportunities for atomic quan-
tum sensors. The realized high measurement stability allows prob-
Fig. 4. (Color online) BEC sensing of alternating electromagnetic forces in two
dimensions. (a) Measurement of atomic wave evolution upon alternating forces
along the y-direction. Blue spheres represent the experiment measurements data,
and the error bars represent the standard error averaging over five independent
experiment runs. Red solid lines represent the fitting of the experimental data. (b)
Experimental results on measuring the alternating electromagnetic force. The Blue
spheres (red spheres) represent the measurements of y-components of the
alternating force. Blue squares (red squares) represent the measurements of x-
components of the alternating force. Dark green line is a guide-to-the-eye that
illustrates the periodicity for modulating the y-component of the force.
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ing atomic Van der Waals forces at a millimeter distance [27],
which would enable unprecedented atom force based quantum
sensing technology. As an illustrative application, we use the BEC
sensor to calibrate the control precision of the electromagnetic
forces applied to the atomic systems in the experiment. By period-
ically changing the intensity of the external optical dipole trap
(Fig. 4), we deliberately apply a square-wave modulation in the
y-component of the force on the BEC. Atoms in the BEC sensor
exhibit an oscillating wavevector of a triangular wave form.
Fig. 4a gives the accumulation of the y-component wavevector of
the matter wave with different force acting time DT. The oscillating
frequency of the wavevector is determined to be 250 Hz. The
applied forces at each plateau of the square wave are extracted
by fitting the experimental results of the BEC wave vector. The
mean value of the forward direction of the force (marked by the
light blue shading in Fig. 4b) is ð9:41� 0:19Þ � 10�26 N. The mean
value of the force along the opposite direction (the light red shad-
ing) is ð�9:47� 0:17Þ � 10�26 N. The measured forces along the x-
direction are one-order-of magnitude smaller. The force variance
across different periods of the square wave is (1 to 3)�10�53 N2.
These measurements confirm that our control precision for the
electromagnetic forces is at the level of 10�27 N even in the a.c.
regime.
4. Conclusion

We develop a light crystal BEC system for vectorial force sens-
ing using quantum wave dynamics, and perform high precision
measurement of two-dimensional static electromagnetic forces.
Our determined force sensitivity reaches beyond the SQL well
established for real-space mechanical response. We further achieve
a long-term stability at the level of 10�28 N for measuring and con-
trolling the force, which enables probing distant Van der Waals
forces. The electromagnetic force can be well controlled in our sys-
tem, enabling us to calibrate alternating forces. The BEC force sens-
ing opens up fascinating opportunities not only for advancing
fundamental science in the aspect of probing vacuum fluctuations,
but also for developing atomic quantum technology such as atom-
force based imaging for nanostructures.
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